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Abstract, We show how to transform the B-spline curve 

and surface fitting problems into suffix computations of con- 

tinued fractions. Then a parallel substitution scheme is in- 

troduced to compute the suffix values on a newly proposed 
mesh-of-unshuffle network. The derived parallel algorithm 

allows the curve interpolation through n points to be solved 

in O(logn) time using @(n/ logn) processors and allows 

the surface interpolation through m x n points to be solved 

in O(log mlog n) time using 0 (mn/(log m log n)) proces- 

sors. Both interpolation algorithms are cost-optimal for 

their respective problems. Besides, the surface fitting prob- 

lem can be even faster solved in O(log m + log n) time if 

o(mn) processors are used in the network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Curve and surface fittings are important in graphics, 
image processing, pattern recognition, and computer-aided 

geometric design [1,4,8,13,14]. The task of curve fitting is to 

construct a smooth curve that goes through a given set of n 
points in the plane. For surface fitting, it is to construct a 

smooth surface that fits a given set of m x n points in the 

space. 

B-spline curve/surface interpolation is a good fitting 

tool because a local shape change of the curve/surface only 

affects its vicinity. Some sequential methods have been pro- 
posed for efficient curve (surface) interpolation in O(n) 

(O(mn)) time using B-splines [2,9,14]. Recently, based on 

a cyclic reduction technique, Cheng and Goshtasby [5] pre- 
sented a parallel algorithm to do B-spline surface fitting in 

O(logmn) time using @(mn) concurrent processors. How- 
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ever, their computation model is rather abstract, no config- 

uration of processors’ network was specified. 

In this paper, we first show that the B-spline curve and 

surface fitting problems can be converted into suffix com- 

putations of continued fractions which correspond to some 

tridiagonal systems of linear equations. Then, a parallel 
substitution scheme is introduced to compute the suffix val- 

ues of the continued fractions on a newly proposed mesh-of- 

unshuffle network. The mesh-of-unshuffle network is a mesh 

in which the processors on each row or column communi- 

cate through an unshuffle routing mechanism. The paral- 

lel algorithm so derived allows the curve (surface) fitting 

problem to be solved in O(logn) (O(logmlogn)) time 

with @(n/ log n) (O(mn/(log mlog n)) processors. Both 

interpolators achieve cost-optimality in the sense that the 

product of execution time and processor number is mini- 

mized. Besides, if O(mn) processors are used in the net- 
work, the surface fitting problem can be as fast solved in 

O(log m + log n) time as in Cheng and Goshtasby’s. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 

2, the curve and surface fitting problems are converted into 

tridiagonal systems of linear equations. Then, in Section 

3, the solution of a tridiagonal system is transformed into 
suffix computations of some continued fractions. Section 4 

introduces the parallel substitution scheme to compute the 

suffix values on the mesh-of-unshuffle network of processors. 

In Section 5, we justify the number of processors required in 

the network to achieve cost-optimality for both of the curve 
and surface fitting problems. We also point out how to use 

@(mn) processors to solve the surface fitting problem in 

O(logm + logn) time. Concluding remarks are given in 
Section 6. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

2.1 B-spline Curve Fitting 

In B-spline curve fitting , we use a spline, which is a 
third-degree (or cubic) polynomial, between every two ad- 

jacent points (or knots). That is, the curve is composed of 
n - 1 cubic polynomials: 
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Y =f& - Zi)” + g;(a - zi)2 + hi(a: - Zi) + ki, 

i= 1,2 ,...,n- 1. (2.1) 

The ith cubic polynomial between (zi, yi) and (~i+r, yi+r) 

is obtained once the coefficients fi, gi, hi, and Ici are deter- 

mined. Because the spline must touch the knots, we have 

where Ii = Zi+r - tie 

Let Ri and Di+r represent the second derivatives of 

(2.1) at 2i and ai+l respectively, then 

Di = 2gi, 

a+1 = 6 fili + 2gia 

Therefore we can write 

(24 

where m = 6 (v - F). This gives n - 1 equa- 

tions for the n + 1 values Di, 0 5 i 5 n. To uniquely solve 

the system, we need two boundary conditions & = 0 and 
D, = 0, meaning that the two end splines approach linear- 

ity at their utmost points. So, we have the following system 

of n - 1 linear equations to be solved: 

2(lo + h)Ol + Id32 = ml, 

li-lDi-1+2(Ii-1 +li)Di+liD,+l = ?TQ, 2 5 i 5 n- 2, 

L-2Dn-2 +2(L, +L1)0,4 = mm-l. W) 

The system is tridiagonal, only the elements directly on, 

directly above, and directly below the diagonal of the coef- 

ficient matrix are nonzero. 

2.2 B-spline Surface Fitting 
The surface fitting problem is to construct a surface 

which interpolates a given set of points Ti,j, 1 5 i < m, 
1 < j 5 n. The uniform bicubic B-spline surface for the 

points is a surface consisting of (m - 1) x (n - 1) patches 

Ti,i(u, v), 1 5 i 5 m - 1, 1 5 j 5 n - 1 [2]. Each patch 

Substituting (2.2), (2.4), and (2.5) into (2.3), we get 

(2.5) 

he= Yii+l-Yi liDi+ + 2liDi 
t li - 6 - (2.6) 

The first derivatives of the (i-1)th and ith polynomials 

at Zi must be equal because the two splines surround (;~i, vi) 
smoothly without a sharp turn. The first derivative of the 

ith polynomial is 

y: = 3fi(Zj - G)” t 2gi(ai - zi) t hi 

= hi. 

The first derivative of the (i - 1)th polynomial is 

y{-1 = 3fi-l(ai - o<-1)2 + Zgi-l(zi - ZC~-1) + hi-1 

= 3fi-life1 + 2gi-IZ<-1 + hi-l. 

Equating the two values above and substituting f, g, h in 
terms of D and y, we have 

Yi+l - Yi liDi+ + 2liDi Di - Di-1 

lj - 6 = 3( (3. K 1 
r-l 

+2(E31i-l + yi f_“-’ _ 4-lDi + 2li-IDi- 

il 6 

Upon simplifying this equation, we get 

is a bicubic polynomial defined by 

T;,~(u, V) = &[u3, u2, U, I.]NOi,jNt[u3, v2, V, 11~9 

in which 

N= 

and 

Oi,j = 

wi-l,j-l W-&j W-l,j+l Wi-l,j+2 

W,j- 1 wi,j MG,j+l Wi,j+2 

wi+l,j-l wi+l,j W+l,j+l Wi+l,j+z 
W. t+2,j-1 W+Z,j wi+z,j+1 wi+2, j+2 

where Wi,i, 0 5 i 5 m + 1, 0 5 j 5 n + 1, are the control 

points of the surface to be determined. According to [2], the 

corner points of the patches can be expressed by a weighted 
average of the control points: 

% =$(wi-l,j-l + 4Wi,j-l + Wi+l,j-1 + 4Wi-l,j 

+ 16wi,j + 4wi+l,j + Wi-l,j+l + 4Wj,j+l 

+wi+l,j+l ) for 1 5 i < m,l < j 5 n. (2.8) 

Equations in (2.8) f orm a system of mn equations in 

(m+2)(n+2) k un nowns. In order to completely solve the 

system, (m+2)(n+2)- mn = 2(m+n+2) additional equa- 

tions are required, each represents how a boundary point is 
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interpolated. Usually, the following double-boundary condi- 
tions are used: 

wo,j = w1,j; W m+l,j = W m,jt lij<n; 

WQ = wq; W;,n+l = w;,,, 0 5 i 5 ??I + 1.(2.9) 

Putting (2.8) and (2.9) together in matrix form, we 

have 

E mnx mn W&m = 36&n,, (2.10) 

where WI,,, = [W,j] lxm,,> fi,mn = [Tit, 1xmn' 
and 

E mnxmn = 

‘5B B 0 . . 0 
B 4B B 0 . 0 
0 B4BB. 0 
. 0 . . . . 
. . . . . 0 
. . 0 B 4B B 

\. . . 0 B 5B 

According to [Boo78], (2.10) can be rewritten as 

B mxm Wm,,B,,, = 36Tmxn, (2.11) 

where 

B nxla = 

In the sequel, we attempt to convert (2.11) into tridi- 

agonal systems. The inverse matrix of B,,, exists because 

B nXn is symmetric and positive definite. If we multiply 
both sides of (2.11) by Bii,,, we have 

B 7lZXTl8 W,,,xn = 36T,,,,,B,;,. 

Let F,,, = 6Th,~,J3,:,, we get 

i 

Wl,i 

B 
WZ,i 

77tXT7Z . . 

Wi,i 

for i = 1,2, . . . . 72. 

(2.12) 

We need determine Hmxn before solving (2.12). If we take 

the transpose on both sides of the equation HmxnBnxn = 

mnxn, we have 

B tax?& H&,, = 6T&,,, 

that is, 

(2.13) 

Therefore, solving (2.11) for W,,, becomes a two-step pro- 

cess, namely, solving the m tridiagonal systems in (2.13) for 
first, and then solving the n tridiagonal systems in 

3. TRANSFORMATIONS TO CONTINUED 
FRACTIONS 

From the discussions above, we see that solving tridi- 

agonal systems is the major task for the B-spline curve and 

surface fitting problems. 

Consider a tridiagonal system of linear equations: 

dlxl+ elx2 = h, 

ci~i-l+di~i+e~~i+l =bi for i= 2,3,...,n-1, 

c,x,-1+ d&q& = b,. (3.1) 

Assuming u!~ # 0 in (8.1), we can eliminate ~1 from the 
second equation to get the new equation 

dkx2 + e2x3 = bi, 

where ~2: = da - czel/dl and ba = bz - cgbi/dl. Next, 
we use the above equation to eliminate 22 from the third 
equation (assuming c!$ # 0), and get 

dix3 + e3x4 = bk, 

where di = ds-caez/d)Z and bl, = ba-cab$/di. In general, 

at stage (Ic- l), Ic = 2,3, . . . . n, we eliminate a: k-1 from the 

hth equation (assuming 4-r # 0), and get 

d:xk + ekxk+l = b6, 

with 

and 

d;, = & - Wk-&-,, (3.2) 

b; = bl, - ckb;-,/d;-,. (3-3) 

This procedure is the commonly used Gaussian elimination. 

During the back-substitution for obtaining Q, i = n, n- 

1 , . . . , 1, we first have (assuming dk # 0) 

b:, x* = - 
4 

and then 

xk = 
bk - ekzk+l 

dS 
(3.4) 
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fork=n-l,n-2 ,..., 1. 

The solution of the tridiagonal system has now been 
transformed into three recurrence equations, namely, (3.2), 

(3.3) and (3.4), for dk, bi and zk respectively. In the re- 

mainder of this section, these recurrences will be further 

transformed into suffix computations of continued fractions. 

The following form represents a finite continued frac- 

tion (CF): 

Pl + 
Q2 

P2+ 
43 * 

*.. 

PrL-1+; 

Such a representation for CF is typographically cumbersome 

and can be replaced by the more compact form: 

Pl + 
Q2 43 qn 

--...-. 
P2+p3+ Pn 

Let us define a second-order linear recurrence: 

fo = 1, fi = 4, 
fk = dkfk-1 - ckf?&lfk-2 for k 2 2. (3.5) 

It is easily seen that dk = fk/fk-1 for k >_ 1. The compu- 

tation of di breaks down when fk-r = 0. This may occur 

even if the original coefficient matrix is nonsingular and has 

nonzero diagonal entries. However, this rarely happens in 
practice although there is no theoretical guarantee for it [3]. 

BY (3.51, dk = fn/fn-1 = (dnfn-l-c,e,-lf,-z)/fn-l 
= d,, + (-&e,,-1)/(f,+1/fn-2). So, dk can be expressed 
as the following CF: 

-c,e,-1 

d’ = dn + d,wl+ 

-cm-ien- -c3e2 -c2el 
dnm2+ *-- d2+yjy-’ 

We may assume that n is a power of 2; otherwise, pad d!,, 

with a special CF, 6 +. , . F, to enlarge n to be a power of 

2 without affecting the computation results. The kth suffix 

value of d; is dir i.e., 

-ckek-1 -ck-lek-2 
d6 = dk + dk-l+ 

-c3e2 -c2el 

h--2+ * ’ * Yg 7’ 

Obviously, d: can be converted into a rational form in O(k) 

time sequentially. Our goal is to speed up the computation 

for obtaining the rational form of d; for all k = 1,2, . . . . n. 

Let the rational form (~1 + rzdi)/(rs + rqdi) be rep- 

resented by (~1, ~2, ~3, ~4, di). Here d6 can be thought as a 

pseudo variable for substitution. Following the substitution 

scheme we used in [6], $, say, can be decomposed into 8 

subXFs: 

d; = d8 + T = (--c.w, &,O, 1, dh), 
7 

-7e6 
d/7 = d, + d’ = (-C7e6, d7, 0, 1, dk), 

6 

d; = d3 + F = (--cm, h,O, 1, di), 
2 

d; = d2 + F = (-cm, &, f&l, d:), 
1 

d: = & = (4, 0, 1, Ld;). 
0 

The pseudo variable $ will b e replaced by zero after all the 

substitutions are completed. 

Since substituting $ = ($1 -k szd[j)/(sg + sqdi) into 

(~1 + d:)/(n + 4;) gives ((T1s3 + 72.91) + (qs4 + 

r2sz)d~)/((r3s3+rq.q)+(r3sq+rqs2)d~), the substitution 
operation, which uses 8 multiplications and 4 additions, can 

be defined as: 

( rl, r2! ~3~ r4, d:) o (51, ~2~ 53, s4, d[i) 

=(Tls3 + T2sl,rls4 + T2s2, r3s3 + f4s1, 

w4 + rm, di). 

Lemma 3.1. The substitution operation o is associa- 
tive. 

Proof- For any (~1, ~2, ~3, ~4, di), (~1~~2, -u 54, d$) 

and (t1, t2, t3, t4, di), we have 

[(rl, m, T3, r4,4) 0 (~1~92, ~3, :34 di)] 0 (tl, t2, t3, hdf;) 
=(r1s3-(-T2s1,r~s4+r2s2,r3s3+r4s~,r3s4+r4s2rd~) 

0 (h, tzr h, t4,4) 

=(rls3t3 + r2slt3 + r134tl + r2s2t1, qs3t.4 + r2slt4 

+ ?-1sqt2 + TZSZt2,T333t3+ T481t3 + r3s4t1 + r4s2t1, 
rmt4 + r4sl-b + rmt2 + ret&, d;) 

and 

(71, T2, n, r4,& 

Kc sir ~29 93,541 d;) 0 (tl, tz, tar trl, d:)] 

=(n, T2, n, r4,d:)o 

(at3 + s2t1, slt4 + s2t2, s3t3 -t sqtl, sat4 + 5432, dL) 

=(rls3t3+ r2slt3 +rls4tl + r2s2tl,Tls3t4 +r2slt4 

+TlS4t2+ T2S2t2rT3s3t3-k T4Slt3-t T334tl 

i- T&.tl, W& + T4Slt4 -t W& + W%tit, 4). 

Since both computation sequences give the same rational 

form, the associativity holds. 1 
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(: -c2el, d,,O, 1, di 1 

( di, O,l,l,W 

(?,r2,r3,t,di)o(sl,s2,s3,s4,dj) 

=(qs3+r2s 1,rls4+r2s2,r3s3+r4s1, 3 4 r s +qs,,dj) 

( h, tz, t3, h,dl 1 --0-- h/t, 

Figure 3.1. A computation tree of dk. 

Figure 3.2. A network for computing suffix values of d6. 

According to Lemma 3.1, di = (-cqe3, dq, 0, 1, d$) o 

(--c3e2, db, 0, 1, da) 0 (--C2el, d2,O,l,d:) 0 (4,0,~,1, db) 

can be computed in any order. Fig. 3.1 shows a possible 

computation tree of dk. The white nodes in the leftmost 
stage 0 are used for transmitting data only. The black nodes 

in stages 1 and 2 perform the substitution operation O. The 

slash node in stage 3 assigns sero to the pseudo variable 4 

to obtain the desired result. 

If we combine the computation trees of c$, 1 5 i 5 8, 

we have a network, as shown in Fig. 3.2, for computing 

all the suffix values of d&. The pseudo variables are not 

real data and hence are omitted there. Initially, the values 

-ciei,l, 2 5 i 5 8, are computed parallely. Each of the 
white nodes in stage 0 sends out two copies of its input data. 

Note that there are log n+2 stages in this network, meaning 
that the computation time is only O(logn). If each node is 

implemented by a processor, the processor number is as large 
as O(n log n), which is to be greatly reduced to @(n/ log n) 
in the later sections. 

Now for the computation of hi in (3.3), the CF for 

b$/bi, say, is given by 

la x4= $ 
3 

= b4 - (c&&)bi 
4 

b4 
= (-Cq/d$) + -. 

4 

When z is of the form TI+ T2/T3,. we define N(z) to be the 

form ~1~3 + ~2. The sub-CFs for the above CF are 

x4 = h 
-+4/d& + -9 

WX3) , 

b3 
X3 = -c3/$ + -, 

N(X2) 

bz 
x2 = --z/d: + N(Xl)’ 
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

I -co e,, de, 0, 1) 

(-c7e6,4,0,1) 

(-C6eS,dd9091) 

(-c5e4,4,0,1) 

(-c4e,LO,l) 

C-wa,&,O,l) 

(-c2el,d2,0,1)-) 

( 4, O,l,l) 

--d; 

-4 

Figure 4.1. A multi-stage unshuffle network. 

h 
x1 = 1+N(Xo)’ 

where N(&) = 0, N(X1) = bl, and bi = -(G/di-l)b:-,+ 
b; = N(&) for all i. Th e substitution operation is defined 

as: 

(R,T2,'-31 T4,N(Xi))Q(SlrS2tS3lS4,N(Xj)) 

=(Tl $pZsl, T2s2t r3 $ T481174s2, N(Xj))* 

This operation uses 4 multiplications and 2 additions and 

is associative also. The problem of solving the recurrence 
equation in (3.3) becomes the suffix computations of & 

and the network in Fig. 3.2 can be used again. 

Similarly, from (3.4), the sub-CFs for, say, 2,-3/2,-2 

is given by 

Yn-3 = -e,,-3/dLm3 + ‘&(sJ, 

Y,-2 = 
bL,ldL2 

--en-2/L2 + N(Yn-l)-l 

where N(Y,+l) = 0, and ;ci = N(x) for all i. So the 

problem of solving the recurrence equation in (3.4) becomes 
the suffix computations of Yl. 

4. THE MESH-OF-UNSHUFFLE NETWORK 

Recently, Lin and Chung [ll] presented a three-phase 

parallel algorithm on the unshuflle network to solve tridi- 

agonal systems in O(logn) time. The algorithm reduces 
the o(n) processors used in [15] and [lo] to @(n/logn). 

In this section, we shall propose a more general mesh-of- 

unshuffle network to solve single and multiple tridiagonal 

systems. The network consists of a mesh of processors in 

which each row or column of processors form one unshuffle 
network. 

For saving space, we only discuss the suffix computa- 

tions of dk. By adapting appropriate operations in the pro- 

cessors, the suffix computations of X,, and Yl can also be 

performed on the same network with the same time com- 
plexity. 

In Fig. 3.2, there is one white node in the first stage, 
two in the second stage and four in the third stage. The 

multi-stage unshuffle network which can simulate that net- 

work is depicted in Fig. 4.1, where Si,j and Pi,j, 0 5 i 5 
7,1 5 j 5 3, are simple devices and processors respectively. 
Let qoql . . . qt-r(t = logn) be the binary representation of 

i. The output line of Pi,j is connected to S~,-l~o~I...~t-~,j+l 

to provide the unshuffle (or inverse shuffle) data routing. 
The simple device Si,j is capable of producing two copies 

of its input and sends them to Pi,j and Pi+l,j except that 

the bottom Srl...l,j has only one receiver. For tracing the 

messages passed in the network, each simple device is la- 

belled by a number inside the parentheses to indicate where 

its data originate. 

Due to the unshufile connections from the processors to 

the simple devices, the function of the white nodes in Fig. 

3.2 can be controlled by a proper masking mechanism in each 

stage of the multi-stage unshuffle network. For examples, 

PO,1 in stage I is masked by a cross mark to merely transmit 

the input to the next stage; Po,z and P.&z in stage 2 are 

masked &o. Similarly, in stage 3, p0,3&,3, P4,3r p6,3 are 

masked. 

Since all the interconnection patterns between the con- 

secutive stages of the multi-stage unshuffle network are iden- 
tical, we can compress all the stages together to obtain a 
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Figure 

Figure 4.2. A single-stage unshuHe network. 

P(3,O) P(3Jl ~(3~21 PC3931 

4.3. The mesh-of-unshuffle network for h = k 

single-stage unshuffle network, as shown in Fig. 4.2, which 

has only n processors. After each iteration of execution, the 

processors feed the intermediate results back to the simple 

devices. The masking of the processors in different itera- 
tions is exactly what we have described for the correspond- 

ing stages in the multi-stage network. 

A mesh-of-unshuffle network is proposed next to reduce 

the number of processors further. The mesh-of-unshuffle net- 

work, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3, is a h x k mesh of processors 
P(i, j), 1 < i 5 h and 1 < j < k, where h and k are pow- 

ers of 2 and hk 5 n. The processors in each row or column 

communicate by the unshuffle routing mechanism. Fig. 4.4 
is a simplified version of the network to solve the curve fit- 

ting problem. The complete mesh-of-unshuffle network (Fig. 
4.3) will be fully utilized later for solving the surface fitting 

problem. 

Let’s change the unidirectional connections from the 

simple devices to the processors to be bidirectional. To 
each processor P(P, i) in row-r, attach a serial memory [12], 

which consists of a linearly connected array of n/( hk) mem- 

= 4. 

ory cells C,(;, i), 0 5 j 5 n/(hk) - 1, as depicted in Fig. 

4.5 for n = 32 and h = k = 4. In each execution cycle, the 

attached memory shifts all its data one position, P(P, i) ex- 

ecutes on the data shifted from C,(i, 0) and writes its result 

to cqi, n/(hk) - 1). 

According to the value of mask register M(T, i) resided 

in P(T, i), which is set by the masking mechanism, P(T, i) 
takes one of the following actions: 

(1) iqr, i) = 0 : P(r, i) t ransmits the content of its work- 

ing register Q(r, i) to S(T, i). 

(2) M(T, i) = 1 : P(P, i) receives data from S(P, i) and 

transmits it to S(T, qt-lqoql. . . qt-z), where t = logk 
and i = qoql...qt-1 in binary. 

(3) M(r, i) = 2 : P(r, i) p f er orms the substitution opera- 

tion on its two input data and transmits the result to 

q~,qt-lqoql.4Jt-2). 

(4) M(r, i) = 3 : Except P(r, 0) which receives input data 
from S(r, 0), P( r, t receive input data from S(r, i - 1). ‘) 

The routing mechanism is forced to stop and the net- 

work goes to another phase of computation. 
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Figure. 4.4. The simplified mesh. 

Figure 4.5. The unshuffle network in one row. 

The n input data (quadruples) are evenly divided into 

hk: pipes to be stored in the mesh in row-major order. Each 

serial memory stores a pipe of data. Algorithms 4.1 ex- 

presses how the network in each row-r, 0 5 r 2 h - 1, 
works. (The algorithm is also applicable to each column of 

the mesh.) 

Algorithm 4.1 
Phase I. (Local computations) 

Each P(r, i) sequentially computes n/(hk) suffix val- 
ues from its corresponding pipe of data and stores them in 
its serial memory. The register Q(r, i) has the final rational 

form computed from the pipe of data and transmits it to the 

register R(r, i) in S(r, i), 

Phase 2. (Macro suffix computations) 

All the processors work together using the unshuffle 
routing mechanism for suffix computations. After log Ic steps, 

the working register R(r, i) holds the rational form of 

d;i+l)+k)* O<iSh--1. 
Phase 3. (Adaptation) 

Each P(T, i) except P(r, 0) receives the rational form 

from S(r, i - l), sequentially modifies the suffix values cal- 
culated in phase 1 by substituting them into the received 
rational form. 

Both phase 1 and phase 3 need n/(hk) steps. Phase 2 
needs logk: steps. So the three-phase unshuffle network in 

row3 takes O(n/(hlc) + log h) time to finish computing all 

the suffix values of d[++ljnlh. 

We use d& (= da2 + -;:::a. . . y) as an example 

to illustrate the algorithm. Let 7% = 32 and h = k = 
4. Initially, the 32 input data (quadruples) for db2 are . - 
evenly divided into 16 pipes, each containing 2 data. The 
cells Co(O,O) and Co(0, 1) have t:he data (dl, 0, 1,l) and 

(--c2e1, dz, 0, 1) respectively. The other cells Co(i, j), 1 5 

i 5 3,0 5 j 5 1, have the data (-c2i+j+lezi+j, dzi+j+l, 

0,l). The job of the three-phase unshuffle network in rowl) 

is to compute all the suffix values of dk. We denote the ratio- 

nalformofdi+~...~byFi,land~+$$+ 

. . . F by Fi,j for i > j 2 2. 

Pha&. 
Each individual P(0, i) computes the two forms 

Fz;+l,zi+l and F2;+23+1 and shifts them back to the se- 
rial memory sequentially. That is, .P(O, 0) computes all the 

suffix values of Fz,l; P(0, 1) computes all the suffix values 

of F4,3, and so on. 

The cell Co(i, j) saves F2i+j+1,2i+l. After 2 steps in 

this phase, we have 
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cot&o) = Fl,l, Co(OJ)= F2,1, 

Cotl,O) = F3,3, Co(W) = F4,3, 

CO(%O) = F5,5, c0(2,1) = F6,5, 

Co(3,O) = F7,7, Co(3,l) = Fs,7, 

and 
Q(W) = F2,1, 

Q(O,l) = F4,3, 

Q(O, 2) = J%,s, 
Q(0,3) = F8,7. 

Then, for all i, M(0, i) b ecomes 0 and the content of Q(0, i) 

is transmitted to R(0, i). 

Phase 2, 
The following macro suffix computations are controlled 

by the unshuffle routing mechanism. During the first iter- 

ation, M(0, 0) = 1 and M(0, i) = 2 for i = 1,2,3. Once 
the P(0, i)‘s complete their substitution operations, the con- 

tents of R(0, i)‘s become 

R(O) 0) = F2,1, 

R(o, 1) = F6,5 0 F4,3 = F6,3, 

R(O, 2) = F4,3 0 F21 = F4,1, 

R(O, 3) = F8,7 0 F6,5 = F8,5. 

During the second iteration, M(0, i) = 2 for all i ex- 

cept i 3 0 mod 2 for which M(0, i) = 1. Once the Pi’s 

complete their substitution operations again, the contents 

of R(0, i)‘s become 

WA 0) = F2,1, 

W', 1) = F4,1r 

R(O, 2) = F6,3 0 F2,1 = F6,1, 

R(O, 3) = F8,5 0 F4,1 = F8,1. 

Let Ic be 2s. In general, during the jth iteration, 1 < 
j _< g, M(0, i) = 2 for all i, except i E 0 mod 2g+lq 

for which M(0, i) = 1. After this phase of computation, 

R(0, i) saves Fz(i+l),l, a macro suffix value. 

Phase 3. 
During the first step of this phase, M(0, i) = 3, each 

P(0, i) except P(0, 0) receives input data from S(0, i - 1). 

The contents of Q(0, i)‘s become 

Q(O) = J'2,1, 

Q(f-4 1) = F2,1, 

Q(W) = F4,1, 

Q(R3) = F6,1. 

The unshuffle routing mechanism is forced to stop and each 

P(0, i) sequentially modifies the contents of Co(i, j), j = 

0, I, by performing the substitution operation Q(0, i)oCo(i, j), 

The final results are 

Co(O,O) = Fl,l, 

Co@ 1) = F2,1, 

C&O) = F3,3 0 F2,1 = F3,1, 

Co& 1) = F4,3 0 F2,1 = F4,1, 

Co(2,O) = F5,5 0 F4,1 = F5,1, 

Co(2,l) = F6,5 0 F4,1 = F6,1r 

Co(3,O) = F7,7 0 J'6,1 = J'7,1, 

CO(3, 1) = F8,7 0 F6,l = F8.1. 

Like row-O, the unshuffle network in row-T, 1 5 T < 3, 
computes all the suffix values of Fa(r+l),a+l. These suf- 

fix values can be viewed as the results of some local com- 

putations. Further macro s&ix computations and adapta- 

tions are needed. The macro suffix computations can be 

performed in the right-most column of the mesh. After 

that, each P(r, 3) except P(O,3) receives the rational form 

from S(T - 1,3), distributes the rational form to P(T, j), 

0 5 j 5 2, to sequentially adapt all the values of the corre- 

sponding pipes of data. It takes O(log h + n/(M)) time to 

finish these two parts of computation. 

5. COST-OPTIMALITY 

The performance of a parallel algorithm can be mea- 
sured by 

Cost = Processor Number x Execution Time. 

Given a problem, if the cost of a parallel algorithm matches 

the sequential time lower bound within a constant factor, 

the parallel algorithm is said to be cost-optimal. In the case 

of solving a tridiagonal system, since there are n values to be 

computed, the sequential time lower bound is clearly n(n). 

Likewise, the sequential time lower bounds for B-spline curve 

and surface fitting problems are 62(n) and a(mn) respec- 

tively. 

As discussed in Section 4, all the suffix values of C& 

can be computed in O(n/(hk) + logh + log Ic) time us- 
ing hk processors. For the subsequent parts of the compu- 

tation, namely computing the suffix values of X,, and Yl, 

the algorithm works equally well if we properly adjust the 

substitution operations in the processors. Preparing the in- 

put data from one part of the computation to another takes 

O(n/( hk)) time, where n/(M) is the sise of each data pipe. 

So we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.1. A tridiagonal system can be solved in 
O(n/( hk) + log h + log k) time on the mesh-of-shuffle 
network of h x k processors. 

Under the criterion of cost, sometimes it is better not 

to partition the input data too thoroughly. In Lemma 5.1, 
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if we select h = k = O(ds), we have the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 5.2. For solving a tridiagonal system in the 
mesh-of-unshufle network, at most O(n/ log n) proces- 
sors are needed to achieve the cost-optimality, and the 
computing time is O(log n), 

Let’s return to the curve fitting problem. 

Theorem 5.3, Using the mesh-of-unshufHe network 
with @(n/ log n) processors, the curve fitting problem 
can be cost-optimally solved in O(logn) time . 

Proof. For curve fitting, preparing the o(n) data k(= 
z~i+l - zi) and m(= 6(- - “ic_“il-l)), 1 5 i 5 n, 

takes O(logn) t’ rme using @(n/ log n) processors. Once the 
values of D are obtained, the coefficients fi, gi, hi, and kig 
l<i<n--1, in (2.1) can be calculated according to (2.5), 

(2.4), (2.6), and (2.2) in O(logn) time by Theorem 5.2. fl 

Now consider the surface fitting problem. We have 

shown in Section 2 that solving the problem can be trans- 

formed into a two-step process, namely, solving the m tridi- 

agonal systems in (2.13) for &x, first, and then solving 

the n tridiagonal systems in (2,12) for the control points 
W mxn. 

We begin with an unshuffle network with o(n/ log n) 
processors. By taking h = 1 and Ic = @(n/ logn) in 
Lemma 5.1, one can see that a tridiagonal system in (2.13) 

can be solved in O(logn) time on such a row of proces- 

sors. Since there are m tridiagonal systems, we need use 
m such unshuffle networks as m rows of processors. If 

we compact @(log m) rows into one row, each processor in 
these @(ml log m) unshuffle networks has a local memory 
of sise O(lognlogm). The time to solve (2.13) becomes 

O(logmlogn). We then use the O(n/logn) columns of 
the mesh to solve the n tridiagonal systems in (2.12) in 
0( log n log m) time. 

Theorem 5.4. Using the mesh-of-unshutBe network 
with O(mn/(logmlog n)) processors, the surface fitting 
problem can be cost-optimally solved in O(logmlog n) 
time. 

Suppose we increase the number of processors from 

O(mn/(logmlogn)) to @(mn) and decrease the size of 

each local memory from @(log m log n) to O( 1). By sim- 

ilar arguments, (2.13) can be solved in O(logn) time and 
(2.12) can be solved in O(logm) time. 

Theorem 5.5. Using the mesh-of-unshuffle network 
with @(mn) processors, the surface fitting problem can 
be solved in O(log m + log n) time. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The parallel substitution scheme used in this paper was 

originally proposed in [7] for the parallel computation of gen- 

eral CFs. It allows all the first n prefix values of any CF to 
be computed in O(1og n) time using O( n/ log n) processors. 

We also embed a self-substitution concept into the substitu- 
tion scheme to derive a sequential O(log n) algorithm to fast 

compute periodic CFs [6]. Its app:lications include the ap- 

proximation of quadratic surd numbers and solving second- 

order linear recurrence with constant coefficients. 

In this paper, we first transform the B-spline curve and 

surface fitting problems into tridiagonal systems of linear 

equations. Each tridiagonal system is then transformed into 

three recurrence equations. The recursive-doubling method 

[Is] is an alternative approach to solve these equations throu- 
gh a rather tricky divide-and-conquer reformulation of the 

recurrences into ones which use two indices. Our approach 

is simply doing the recurrences’ CF expansion and apply- 

ing the straightforward substitution concept. The associa- 
tivity of the substitution not only naturally brings out the 

parallelism for the computation, but also supplies the idea 

of three-phase computation to reduce the processor number 

used in [10,15]. It follows that the related suffix compu- 
tations are cost-optimally performed on a newly proposed 

mesh-of-unshuffle network. Due to the associative property 

used in the suffix computations of CF, our two-dimensional 

mesh-of-shuffle network can be generalised to higher dimen- 

sional networks to fit practical I/O port limitations. 

Finally, we conjecture that the surface fitting problem 

can be solved in O(logm+log n) time using O(nm/(logm+ 
log n)) processors. 
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